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For this art pack we want you to look at contemporary architecture. Do some research into ways of making architecture
today and also search for “Iconic Architecture” online.
Simple geometric shapes can be put together in many different ways to make interesting spaces and buildings, big or
small. We would like you to create some model buildings based on “three pyramids which join to make a cube”. If you
want to look at the maths and geometry involved with “3 Pyramids” you could do an online search.
Have a think about what kind of building you will make. Could it be a youth club, a museum, a bus shelter, an eco
friendly hotel or a performance space? Or anything else you can imagine... The surface design and overall shape
are both equal parts of designing a building and make a difference in how the community who live near and use the
building think and feel about it.
This pack contains shapes for you to cut out. You could try joining a combination of 3 or 5 pyramids but can print out more
if you have a printer ( you can download the file from the talc. facebook page @talctarbert). Fold, then stick with the glue
stick and join together to become one large building or a group of smaller ones.
Design the pattern on the outside of your buildings which could show how the buildings are made – or if there is a design
added through cladding, tiling, windows or roofing. Use the coloured papers in the pack to cut up and add pattern on
the outside of your buildings, we have also given you a black pen for adding details. You can also draw your pattern on a
separate sheet and send it to talc. and suggest what materials you would use to make it.
This project is inspired by the Clock Lodge building in Lochgilphead and will be developed into a ceramic installation
using all the designs returned to us. Funding for this has come from Heritage Lottery Fund in collaboration with
the Phoenix project Lochgilphead which is looking at how the Clock Lodge can be used as a creative space for the
community.
PLEASE TAKE PHOTOS OF YOUR MODELS OUTSIDE ON A DAILY WALK , IN THE GARDEN OR ON A WINDOWSILL AND SEND
THEM TO TALC.!

This art pack is created for talc.’s project Clock Lodge Vibes, funded by
National Lottery Heritage Fund and Creative Scotland Open Fund.

This pyramid has been changed to have a straight wall at
one end and the option to remove the point at the top.
Cut along the lines
Choose to cut or not
Fold along the lines
Glue or stick the tabs

Try sitting all the pyramids together in different positions until you find an interesting overall shape
for your building.

Choose to keep the point of your
pyramids, or cut out an opening

* A tip: for folding straight lines is first to score along the lines using a ruler and a blunt knife or
sharp pencil on the inside of the fold.
Try to glue the tabs to the inside of the folded shape.
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